Abstract. Assuming that the timescale of the magnetic field decay is approximately equal to that of the stellar cooling via neutrino emission, we obtain a one-to-one relationship between the effective surface thermal temperature and the inner temperature. The ratio of the effective neutrino luminosity to the effective X-ray luminosity decreases with decaying magnetic field.
Introduction
Magnetars are ultra-magnetized neutron stars (NSs) with magnetic fields largely in excess of the quantum critical field. The majority of magnetars are classified into two populations: the soft gamma-ray repeaters (SGRs), and the anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs). Pulsars have been recognized to be normal neutron stars, but sometimes have been argued to be quark stars (e.g., Xu(2005) ; Du et al.(2009) ). After their formation, magnetars cool much more efficiently by interior neutrino emission than by surface photon emission. The neutrino emission mechanisms in the stellar cores may be divided into two groups, which leads to standard or rapid cooling. The standard cooling goes mainly via the modified Urca process and the nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung process (e.g., Yakovlev & Pethick(2004) ), whereas rapid cooling is strongly enhanced by the direct Urca process.
In this paper, we focus on the nonthermal neutrino energy losses in the cores which control cooling of young and middle age (t 10 4 yrs, and B ∼ 10 14 − 10 15 G) magnetars. In our model, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves by consideration of magnetars whose cores contain the standard composition of dense matter (neutrons, with some admixtures of protons and electrons). In the central region of a magnetar, the electron capture process is expected to occur because of high value of the electron Fermi energy (e.g., Gao et al.(2011a) ; Gao et al.(2011b) ). We calculate the effective neutrino luminosity, and simulate numerically the relationship between the surface thermal temperature and the inner temperature of a magnetar.
Surface temperatures of magnetars
In this section, what we care about is the effective soft X-ray/gamma-ray luminosity L eff X and the effective surface temperature T eff suf of a magnetar. These two qualities are measured in a local magnetar reference frame. The effective surface temperature is defined by the Stefan law, where R is the circumferential stellar radius, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and L eff γ is the thermal surface luminosity in a local magnetar reference frame. By using Eq. (1), we plot the diagram of LgT eff suf vs. LgB, as shown in Fig.1 .
Inner temperatures of magnetars
According to our magnetar model, we can compute the effective neutrino luminosity of a magnetars follows:
where Λ(B, T ) is the 'Landau level-superfluid modified factor', S = f e f p (1 − f n )(1 − f ν ) (f (j) is the fraction of phase space occupied at energy E j ), and the rest terms are defined in our recent papers (e.g., Gao et al.(2011a) 
The details are to see in Fig. 2 . Assuming that the timescale of the magnetic field decay is equal to the the timescale of stellar cooling via neutrino emission, we obtain a one-to-one relationship between T eff suf and T eff int , shown as in Fig. 3. 
Conclusions
Calculations show that T eff int is 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than T eff suf , the ratio of the magnetar neutrino luminosity to the magnetar soft X-ray luminosity, decreases with decaying magnetic field. 
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